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Wide-angle elastic wave one-way propagation in heterogeneous 
media and an elastic wave complex-screen method 

Ru-Shan Wu 

Institute of Tectonics, University of California, Santa Cruz 

In this paper a system of equations for wide-angle one-way elastic wave propagation in arbitrarily hetero- 
geneous media is formulated in both the space and wavenumber domains using elastic Rayleigh integrals and 
local elastic Born scattering theory. The wavenumber domain formulation leads to compact solutions to 
one-way propagation and scattering problems. It is shown that wide-angle scattering in heterogeneous elastic 
media cannot be formulated as passage through regular phase-screens, since the interaction between the in- 
cident wavefield and the heterogeneities is not local in both the space domain and the wavenumber domain. 
Our more general!y valid formulation is called the "thin-slab" formulation. After applying the small-angle 
approximation, the thin-slab effect degenerates to that of an elastic complex-screen (or "generalized phase- 
screen"). Compared with scalar phase-screen, the elastic complex-screen has the following features. (1) For 
P-P scattering and S-S in-plane scattering, the elastic complex-screen acts as two separate scalar phase- 
screens for P and S waves respectively. The phase distortions are determined by the P and S wave velocity 
perturbations respectively. (2) For P-S and S-P conversions, the screen is no longer a pure phase-screen and 
becomes complex (with both phase and amplitude terms); both conversions are determined by the shear wave 
velocity perturbation and the shear modulus perturbation. For Poisson solids the S wave velocity perturba- 
tion plays a major role. In the special case of ct0 - 2•0, S wave velocity perturbation becomes the only fac- 
tor for both conversions. (3) For the cross-coupling between in-plane S waves and off-plane S waves, only 
the shear modulus perturbation •g has influence in the thin-slab formulation. For the complex-screen method 
the cross-coupling term is neglected because it is a higher order small quantity for small-angle scattering. 
Relative to prior derivations of vector phase-screen method, our method can correctly treat the conversion 
between P and S waves and the cross-coupling between differently polarized S waves. A comparison with 
solutions from three-dimensional finite difference and exact solutions using eigenfunction expansion is made 
for two special cases. One is for a solid sphere with only P velocity perturbation; the other is with only S 
velocity perturbation. The Elastic complex-screen method generally agrees well with the three-dimensional 
finite difference method and the exact solutions. In the limiting case of scalar waves, the derivation in this 
paper leads to a more generally valid new method, namely, a scalar thin-slab method. When making the 
small-angle approximation to the interaction term while keeping the propagation term unchanged, the thin- 
slab method approaches the currently available scalar wide-angle phase-screen method. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The one-way wave equation has been widely used for calcu- 
lating acoustic wavefields, especially in ocean acoustics. The 
one-way wave equation is a marching algorithm similar to a 
Markov process, in which the calculation of the next wavefront 
requires only knowledge of the current wavefront. Compared 
with the two-way full wave equation, in which at any moment 
the wavefield is related to the wavefield of the previous time 
step for the whole space, the one-way equation approach has 
the advantages of fast computation speed and less storage re- 
quirement, and at present is the only method to calculate the 
long-range acoustic wave propagation in the range-dependent 
ocean environment [e.g., Tappert, 1977; Flatte'and Tappert, 
1975; Collins, 1989, 1990]. In exploration geophysics, it has 
been used for both migration and modeling [e.g., Stoffa et al., 
1990; Wu and Huang, 1992]. 

The generalization of the one-way wave equation to elastic 
waves has great potential for applications in many disciplines, 
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such as modeling and inversion in seismic exploration, and 
long range seismo-acoustic wave propagation in the ocean with 
the sedimentary-bottom and ice-cap interactions. Modeling 
long-range crustal wave propagation in heterogeneous wave 
guides to study the propagation and scattering of regional 
phases such as Lg, which is an extensively used wave group 
for yield estimation of underground nuclear explosions, presents 
another need for such a technique. Especially for three- 
dimensional (3D) cases, the full two-way elastic wave finite 
difference method (for a review, see Frankel [1989] is not real- 
istic for the study of long-range propagation and scattering 
effects. 

The traditional way of deriving the one-way parabolic equa- 
tion for scalar waves is to assume a solution in the form of 

p = A exp(ikxx), where kx is the principal wavenumber in the 
propagation direction and A is the slowly varying amplitude 
function. One substitutes this trial solution into the two-way 
full wave equation. Taking the small-angle approximation by 
dropping higher order derivatives in the propagation direction 
results in a parabolic equation for the amplitude function (see 
Tappert, [1977]. This approach became very popular in acous- 
tics. The generalization from scalar wave to elastic wave para- 
bolic equations was first introduced by Landers and Claerbout 
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[1972] for a two-dimensional (2D) case along similar lines. In 
their derivation, the dilatation and the single nonzero com- 
ponent of the rotation of the elastic wavefield were used as 
variables, and a higher order approximation was made to ex- 
tend the valid range to wider propagation angles. Hudson 
[1980] used the displacement fields as variables in his deriva- 
tion but followed the same single principal wavenumber ap- 
proach. His derivation is for the 3D case but the approximation 
was made only for small-angle propagation (parabolic approxi- 
mation). Now we know that this single principal wavenumber 
approach is only good for the common-mode scattering prob- 
lem and is intrinsically not appropriate to deal with wave 
conversion problems. In the case of elastic media, there exist 
two wave speeds, the compressional and the shear wave speeds. 
Therefore, two separate parabolic equations must be obtained 
for both the P and S waves. Although each equation has a 
coupling term, this pseudo-conversion term may not correctly 
represent the real physical conversion, because the neglected 
terms during the process of making the parabolic approximation 
are not necessarily small compared with the remaining terms 
due to the large difference between the P and S wavenumbers. 
It has been shown that in some cases, this approach can lead to 
unreasonably large errors [Wales and McCoy, 1983]. 

Another approach is to derive the one-way equation for lay- 
ered media (one-dimensional media). In this case the downgo- 
ing and upgoing waves are decoupled; therefore a one-way ma- 
trix equation can be obtained [see: Ursin, 1983; Kennett, 1983; 
Wapenaar and Berkhout, 1989; Frazer, 1990]. However, this 
approach does not have the capacity of dealing with 3D propa- 
gation and scattering problems. Some types of one-way finite 
difference equations can be also derived for the case of a lay- 
ered medium, which can be applied for weakly range-dependent 
propagation problems [Greene, 1984, 1985; Wetton and Brooke, 
1990; Collins, 1989, 1991]. In this approach, the vertical dis- 
placement and the dilatation are used as variables. After nor- 
malization of variables for cylindrical spreading, the governing 
differential equations become 2D coupled equations, which in 
turn, are factored into one-way equations and the square-root 
operator is approximated by a higher order Pade'approximation, 
resulting in a system of stable elastic parabolic equations. The 
equations are solved by a finite difference algorithm and can 
be used for wide-angle and weak range-dependent propagation 
problems. However, this formulation is not capable of dealing 
with many scattering problems, such as the SV-SH cross- 
coupling, strong range variations and real 3D scattering prob- 
lems. 

McCoy [1977] and Wales [1986] adopted a perturbation ap- 
proach and derived a system of elastic parabolic equations for 
the P and S wave potentials. The two wave speeds are put into 
the formulation in the beginning; therefore the wave conversion 
problem can be treated properly. The final result is in the form 
of a marching finite difference algorithm in the space domain. 
The method is suitable for small-angle forward propagation 
problems. Since the free boundary conditions for the potentials 
are rather difficult to formulate, there are some stability prob- 
lems for certain wave types [Wales, 1986]. 

Fisk and McCartor [1991], hereafter identified as FM91, 
have introduced a vector phase-screen method for elastic 
waves, and made some comparisons with the 2D finite 
difference method [Fisk et al., 1992]. They assumed that the 
medium is smooth and the gradients of parameter variation can 
be neglected, resulting in a pair of decoupled P and S wave 
equations. The scattering effects are simulated by passing the P 

and S waves through two separate phase-screens involving P 
and S wave speed perturbations.. respectively. The P-S 
conversion is obtained by projecting the distorted P wavefront 
to the corresponding S wave components. The same is done for 
the S-P conversion. The procedure is relatively simple. How- 
ever, there exists some intrinsic difficulty and internal incon- 
sistency in this approach. First, the basic assumption of decou- 
pled P and S wave equations implies that the theory is not ca- 
pable of dealing with the conversion problem. The theory can 
only handle the first-order effects of the wave front distortion 
due to velocity perturbations, such as focusing and defocusing, 
and coda generation by forward scattering. Formally projecting 
the distorted P wave front into S wave components may pro- 
duce nonphysical conversions. We will discuss this in section 
4. Second, there is ambiguity about the scattering effects of 
perturbations of different parameters. In their method (FM91), 
P-P and P-S scattering are determined by P wave velocity 
perturbations 5ix, while S-S and S-P scattering are deter- 
mined by S wave perturbations 5[•, leading to ambiguity in 
selecting the combination of three perturbations 5 9, 5•, and 51.t 
for an isotropic elastic medium. The P wave velocity perturba- 
tion bit could be an arbitrary combination of/5 0, fiX, fig. While 
these perturbations can have very different scattering effects, 
the method they adopted could not distinguish between these 
effects, which implies again that the method cannot handle the 
wave conversion properly. 

In this paper I will derive one-way elastic wave equations for 
P and S displacement fields using the elastic wave Rayleigh in- 
tegrals and elastic Born scattering theory following a perturba- 
tion approach. First the wide-angle "thin-slab" formulas are 
derived in space domain (section 2) and wavenumber domain 
(section 3). The method can be implemented in the 
wavenumber domain similar to a generalized split-step algo- 
rithm for elastic waves, and applied to wide-angle forward 
scattering problems. Next, an elastic "complex-screen" algo- 
rithm is obtained by using the small-angle approximation (para- 
bolic approximation) (section 4), which can be implemented by 
a dual-domain technique using fast Fourier transform (FFT), 
which has much faster speed (2 to 3 orders of magnitude) than 
the thin-slab method. Computation speed is discussed, and 
comparison with finite difference and exact solutions for an 
elastic sphere is made through numerical examples (section 4). 
Finally, the limiting case of scalar waves is obtained in section 
5. This approach leads to a scalar thin-slab algorithm, which is 
valid under more general conditions than the currently available 
"wide-angle" phase-screen methods. When making the small- 
angle approximation to the interaction term while keeping the 
propagation term unchanged, the method approaches the regular 
wide-angle scalar phase-screen [Feit and Fleck, 1978; Thomson 
and Chapman, 1983]. 

2. SPACE DOMAIN FORMULATION 

General Media 

The equation of motion in a linear, heterogeneous elastic 

p(x)ii(x) = V- o(x) (1) 

where u is the displacement vector, o(x) is the stress tensor 
(dyadic) and p is the density of the medium. Here il is defined 
as •)2u/•)t2. We assume no body force exists in the medium. We 
know the stress-displacement relation 
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O(x) = c(x)' œ(x) = lc' (Vu + uV) (2) 
2 

where c is the elastic constant tensor of the medium, E is the 
strain field, uV stands for the transpose of Vu, and ":" stands 
for double scalar product of tensors defined through 
(ab):(cd) = (b.c)(a.d). Equation (t) can then be written as a 
wave equation of the displacement field: 

t 

p(x)ii(x) = V. [-•-c' (Vu + uV)] . (3) 
If the parameters of the elastic medium and the total wave 

field can be decomposed as 

p(x) = Po + •Sp(x) 

c(x) = Co + •Sc(x) 

u(x) = uø(x) + U(x) (4) 

where Po and Co are the parameters of the background medium, 
õp and õc are the corresponding perturbations, u ø is the 
incident field and U is the scattered field, then (3) can be 
rewritten as 

" 1 

poU- V. [•-Co' (VU + UV)] = Q (5) 

Q = - •Spil- V- [•-•5c' (Vu + uV)] = - •Spll + V. [•Sc'E] (6) 
where Q is the equivalent body force due to scattering. Note 
that u also satisfies equation (5). 

If the wave field is known on a closed surface S, then from 

the representation theory [Aki and Richards, 1980] we can 
express the solution of (5) as the sum of a surface integral and 
a volume integral 

u(x0 = IdS f[t•' •(x)]' G(x,x•) - u(x)' [t•' •(x,x•)] t 
+ IdV Q(x). G(xl,x) (7) 

where {l(x) is the stress field on the surface, T(x) = •. {l(x) is 
the corresponding traction field, u(x) is the displacement field 
on the surface, t• is the outward normal, G(x,xl), E(x,x0, and 

En (x,xl) = t•' E(x,x0 are the Green's displacement, stress, and 
traction tensors, respectively. This representation integral in 
the present form was first introduced and discussed by Love in 
1904 (in a more general form first by Betti in 1872 [e.g., Aki 
and Richards 1980]), and is called the Love integral or the 
elastic-wave Kirchhoff integral [Pao and Varatharajulu, 1976]. 
Note that the Love integral (the surface integral) is from the 
contribution of outside sources, i.e. the sources outside the sur- 

face. The known field on the surface can be generated by actual 
sources outside the surface, or by scattering of the hetero- 
geneities outside the surface. The scattered field generated by 
the heterogeneities inside the surface will have zero value of 
the surface integration and therefore does not contribute to the 
Love integral. We can then call the part of field represented by 
the Love integral as the primary field. Therefore, (7) becomes 

u(x0 = uø(x0 + U(x0 (8) 

uø(xi)=IdS{T(x).G(x,xO-u(x).•n(X,XOt (9) 

U(xO=IdV{-ap(x)ii(x).G(x•,x)+V.[ac'œ(x)].G(xi,x) 1 
=IdV{-õp(x)ii(x)'G(x,,x)-[õc'E(x)]'VG(x,,x)}. (t0) 

In equation (t0) integration by parts has been used so that the 
volume integration contains no gradients of the elastic constants 
[see Wu and Aki, 1985; Wu, 1989b ]. Note that in (7) and (t0) 
the integration volume V is over the whole volume which con- 
tains all the scatterers. When performing integration by parts, 
the surface is chosen to be outside the heterogeneous region, so 
that the surface terms vanish. 

Now we formulate the representation integral for the for- 
ward propagation problem. Suppose the incident wave is pro- 
pagating along the x-axis. Now consider that the integration 
surface in the Love integral is composed of a plane surface S 
at x, which is perpendicular to the propagation direction, and a 
hemisphere with a large radius. As seen in Figure t, we can 
assume that the major contribution to the surface integral to 
calculate the primary field between planes $ and S• is from the 
large-aperture plane surface $. The contribution from the other 
parts of the closed surface can be neglected due to the weak- 
ness and time delay of the signal. Therefore the Love integral 
gives the elastic wave field generated by the sources and by 
wave scattering of all the heterogeneities on the left-hand side 
of plane S. 

Now let us examine the contribution from volume hetero- 

geneities. Now the volume integral accounts for the contribu- 
tion from all the scatterers on the fight-hand side of S. How- 
ever, under the one-way propagation assumption, the backscat- 
tered waves are neglected, and therefore the contribution from 
the scatterers on the right-hand side of S• on which the obser- 
vation point x• is situated, is excluded. Furthermore, if the dis- 
tance between S and S• is small, then the field u(x'), where x' 
is situated between x and x•, can be approximated by uø(x'), 
since the modification of the wave field due to scattering 
between S and S• is small compared with uø(x'). Therefore, the 
scattered field can be approximated as 

U(x0 = IdV (x'){-•Sp(x')iiø(x') ß G(x•,x') 
- [õc(x')' œø(x')] ' V'G(x•,x') t (11) 

z 

Fig. 1. Geometry of the derivation. The medium is sliced into thin- 
slabs. Now consider the scattering and propagation effects of the thin- 
slab between plane $ and S •. Suppose the wave field is known on $. 
The wave field on S• will be formulated by the forward propagation 
approximation. 
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where V' means the operation is taken with respect to x', a 
point inside the slab. In fact, this is an integral of elastic Born 
scattering [Gubernatis et al., 1977; Wu and Aki, 1985; Wu, 
1989b ]. Here we can consider (11) as a local Born approxima- 
tion. 

In order to calculate u(x0, we need to determine uø(x0, 
0 

uø(x ') and œ (x') from the known field on $ using the Love 
integral. It has been shown that in the case of one-way propa- 
gation from a plane surface, the Love integral can be replaced 
by an elastic-wave Rayleigh integral (ERI) which is simpler 
and computationally much more efficient [Wu, 1989a; 
Wapenaar and Berkhout, 1989] 

uø(xl) = - 2IdS u(x)- E n (X,Xl) . (12) 
This is ERI of type II. Similarly, we can calculate the strain 
field 

o • (X') --- -2 U(X) ø •x,[Zn(X,X')] (13) 

where œ.• [- ] is the strain operator: 

1 V , œx[a] = •[ xa + aVx] (14) 
where Vx stands for taking a gradient with respect to x. 

Equivalently, if the traction field T(x) is known on S, the 
strain field can be calculated using the ERI of type I: 

o id S œ (x') = 2 T(x)- E'(x,x') (15) 

where E'(x,x') is Green's strain tensor, defined as 

E'(x,x') = œx,[G(x,x')l = l•[v'G(x,x') + (V'G(x,x')) TM] (16) 
where V'G stands for taking the gradient of G with respect to 
x' and (V'G) 2•3, the transpose of V'G with respect to the first 
two indexes. The traction field is related to the strain field by 

T(x) = t•- [c(x): œ(x)]. (17) 

Isotropic Media 

In the case of isotropic media, equations (8), (12), (11), and 
(15) can be further simplified to (in the frequency domain) 

u(x0 = uø(x0 + U(x0 (18) 

uø(x0 = - 2IdS u(x)- Z n (X,Xl) 

U(xl) = o•2IdV •Sp(x')uø(x')- G(xl,x') 

(19) 

+ IdV [fiX(x')l gø(x')l I + 2õg(x')œø(x')] ß V'G(Xl,X ') (2O) 

o 

with uø(x ') and œ (x') calculated by ERI of type II and type I, 
o 

respectively. For the calculation of œ (x'), (15) can be used 
and the traction field can be determined in this case by 

T(x) = t•- [3.(x)lœ(x)lI + 2g(x)œ(x)] (21) 
where I is the unit tensor (idemfactor) and 

Iœ(x)[ = I: œ(x) = V- u(x). 

Assuming a homogeneous background, Green's tensors in the 
above formulas can be written out explicitly. For details see 
Appendix A. 

3. WAVE NUMBER DOMAIN FORMULATION 

Referring to the geometry in Figure 1, Let us calculate the 
scattered field by the heterogeneities within a vertical thin slab 
of width Ax = x•-x. Assume we know the displacement field 
on the surface $, uø(x ,XT), where XT = 0' ,Z) is the 2D position 
vector in the y-z plane. For the sake of simplicity, we put 
x = 0 in the following derivation. 

We decompose u ø on the surface $ into plane waves 

uø(0,Xr) = uø(0,Xr) + u(0,Xr) 

U0(0,XT) = 4--•ldKr [u•(KT)+ u•(gT)]e iKT' XT. (22) 
Then the displacement field u ø everywhere in the slab can be 
expressed as 

uø(x ') = uø(x ') + 
_ - 0 ik• ø x' ' 1 ld KT [ua(Kr)e + u•(Kr)e' k[3ø x' - 4• 2 ] (23) 

where 

ka = •/k• 2 -K• + KT = %• + KT 

k, = •k• -K• + KT = T• + KT (24) 

and the strain field 

0 ß 0 ß •_ eO(x ') = ) + ) = (V'u 0 + uOv ') 

= 0 ̂ i k• ø x' 1 IdKT [ik•(œ•u•O + u•k•)e 8•; 2 

+ ik•(l•u• + U•]•ls)e iklSø x']. (25) 

Also we decompose the scattered field U(x) expressed by (20) 
on the surface S• into plane waves. Substituting (23), (25), and 
the wavenumber domain expressions of Green's tensors (see the 
derivation in Appendix B) into (20), we can derive the expres- 
sions of the elastic wave Born scattering in wavenumber 
domain. As a demonstration of the procedure, we derive here 
the scattered P wave contributed by •Sp for an incident P 
wave: 

u•'P(x) = ro2!dV •Sp(x')uø(x') ß Ga(x,x') 

-- 0)2 IdV •Sp(x')e ktzø x' _ 4n2 id K,r ld K r i 
ß ß tkot (u•ø(Kr) '/• a)/• ae''' (x-x') 

_ iK'rø x r ie i7aax _ 1 ldK,re 4/I; 2 

x 4__•ldK r ka 2 •Sp(k'a-ka) ua o (Kr)(/•a'/•'a)/•'a (26) Po 

where u•ø (Kr) = lug(Kr)l and •Sp(ka) is the 3D Fourier 
transform of ;Sp(x): 
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Therefore, 

•Sp(ka) = IdV •Sp(x ,XT )e -iKTø xT e -i•/ax 

= IiSp(x ,KT)e -i'rc•x dx . 

U•P(x,K,r) - te• 4___•I d 

(27) 

•Sp(Y'a - ¾a,K'r - Kr) x u• ø (0,Kr)(/•' œ'•)1•'•. (28) 
P0 

We recognize that the phase term e represents the plane 
wave propagation between the two surfaces. Then the /Sp/p 
contribution to the scattered P wave of the wavenumber K'r 
for an incident plane wave with wavenumber Kr can be 
represented as 

U•P(K,r,Kr) = i 2 •Sp(k'a-ka) ua0(Kr)(/•a./•'a)œ'a (29) 2--•a ka Po 
This is the wavenumber-domain formula of elastic wave 

scattering by the Born approximation (here the local Born 
approximation). It is similar to that of the far-field Born scatter- 
ing [see Wu and Aki, 1985; Wu, 1989b ] except for a weighting 
factor i/2T'a. However, in this wavenumber-domain formula- 
tion, no far-field approximation is made. The only approxima- 
tion is the local Born approximation. 

Following the same procedure for other parts of the scattered 
field, we have 

(30) 

U(K'r,Kr) = U vv (K'r,Kr) + U vs (K'r,Kr) 

+ U sv (K'r,Kr) + U ss (K'r,Kr) 

aP() 
P0 

where ua ø = luaø(Kr)l, u• = u•(Kr), d = u•/lull and 

rh = M/IMI, M = u•-/•'•(u•-/•'•) 

[ = 
In (31), • = k sc -k in is the exchange wavenumber with k in , k sc 
as the incident and scattering wavenumbers, respectively, and 

ks = •/ka 2 -Kr2gx + Kr 

kl• = •lk• -Kr2gx + Kr 
k'a = •lk • - K'T 2 •x + K'r 

k'• = •k•-K'r 2 •x + K'r. (32) 

Note that • is pe•endicular to the outgoing direction •'• •d 
lies in the plane deterned by u• and •'•. •emfore, the first 
term of the last equation in (31) stands for the in-plane S wave, 
i.e. the non-coupled S wave; while [ is the off-plane unit vec- 
tor which is pe•endicular to both the outgoing direction and 
•. We see the cross-coupling (the depoladzation of S waves) 
can only be generated by she• modulus pe•urbations fig. 

To obtain the scattered field at the surface S• with transverse 
wavenumber K'r, we need to sum up the contributions from all 
the incident plane waves: 

i•&r [upp uS P U • (K'r) = 4•IdKr e (K'r,Kr) + (K'r,Kr)] 
•2 Id i¾[•AX[uPS (K'r,Kr) + U ss (K'r,Kr)] U s (K'r) = Kr e 

(33) 

where Ax is the distance between the two surfaces. To account 

for the scattering effect of the heterogeneities between x and x• 
the integration limits in (27) need to be changed to x and x 1. 

The free propagation of the incident field in the wavenumber 
domain can be obtained from (19) by substituting (23) and the 
plane wave decomposition of E,(x,x') (Appendix B): 

i 2 (u•-/•'a)•'a{ •Sp(•) U se (K'r,Kr) = 2--•k• P0 

_ 2( % } •0 g0 

U ss (K'r,Kr) = i. k• [u•-•'•(u•- •'•)1 $P(•) 
2y• Po 

kø[3 ik'o•ø (Xl'X) iko•ø xI•,, ø• 1 y,-•e e (u•- .•)/?a + 2g(u• ø'/•'a)(.•' 
3 ik,[3 o (x 1 ik{3o x + ' x) e g T'{• e 

x[(•-/•'{•)u•+ (u•-/•'1•)•-2(•-/•'{•)(u•-1•'•)1•'•1 }. (34) 

I i('ta-7a)xlds i(Kr'K'r)'xr dS e i (kot- k'ot) ø x = e e 

_ i k IMI[/Sp(•) -(/•'/•'{911- (/•'•' •)2 /51.t(gr)l - p0 [M go = 4;•25(Kr _ K,r)ei%-7a )x 

} - f(ug. [to (31) dS e i(k{3-k'13)øx = 4•:25(Kr - K'r)e i%'7•)x (35) 
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and noticing that (u•-/•) = 0, the integration over K'r can be 
completed, resulting in 

1 

uø(xl) = -2IdK r 8/1;213032 
iko[ø Xl(•, q- 2•1,)(]•o[ ø •)u•ø(Kr) 

+ k•eik[•' . . x[t(t 

By inspection, we obtain 

uø(xl,Kr) u•(x,Kr)e + u•(x = ,•T)e 

(36) 

ß (37) 

As expected, this is simply the free propagation between the 
two planes. 

Finally, the total field at x• is obtained by summing up the 
primary field (37) and the scattered field (33): 

i¾o•Axr 0 t 
u e (x 1,K'r) = e •u,(x ,K r) 

u s (x 1,K'r) = ei¾[•aX{tl•(X ,K'r) 

The above procedure can be implemented iteratively in the 
wavenumber domain, and the propagation will march step by 
step in the forward direction. For each new step, the total field 
calculated using (38) from the previous step is taken as the 
incident field, and then the scattered and primary fields on the 
end surface of the new thin-slab are calculated by (31) and 
(37), respectively. This marching algorithm includes all the 
diffraction and forward scattering effects. The wave-type 
conversion is expressed by the terms U se and U es. Note that 
for this wide-angle forward scattering algorithm, the 
wavenumber coupling integrals (33) are not convolutions. 
Therefore the corresponding operations in space domain are not 
local. This shows that for wide-angle propagation, the correct 
scattering effect cannot be modeled with standard phase- 
screens. We will call the above version of our formulation 

represented by (31), (37), and (38) as the "thin slab" method. 
The thickness of the "thin-slab" should satisfy two criteria. One 
is from a requirement of the Born approximation. In order to 
keep the scattered field small compared with the incident field, 
roughly speaking, the phase deviation due to passage of wave 
through the thin-slab should be less than 1 rad, similar to equa- 
tion (15) of Wu [1989b ]. For P-P scattering, it is 

dc• 
•k,Ax<l 
(•0 

where k, is the maximum wavenumber of the wave field. The 
other criterion is that the propagation within the thin-slab 
should satisfy geometric optics, which requires that the Fresnel 
radius on S• due to a propagation distance Ax be smaller than 

the average size of heterogeneities on S•. Detailed discussion 
will appear in future publications. 

Now we estimate the amount of computation involved. The 
thin-slab method is a wavenumber domain marching algorithm. 
The model perturbations /Sp, /5•, and /Sg can be transformed to 
the spectral domain using Fb-T before propagation. The compu- 
tation for this transformation is negligible compared with the 
propagation calculation. For each step forward (propagation of 
Ax), we need many mappings (matrix multiplications) from the 
Kr plane to K'r planeß For U ee , U es , and U se , we need one 
scalar mapping for each. U ss has two orthogonal components 
and therefore needs two mappings. Therefore, there are a total 
of 5 mappings for each step. The amount of computation is 
similar to FM91's vector phase-screen algorithm in terms of 
order of magnitude, though the thin-slab method has more pro- 
jection calculations. However, since the slab thickness is only 
required to be small enough for the Born approximation to be 
valid, it can be larger than the step length of the screen method 
which makes an additional parabolic approximation, as will be 
discussed in next section. For 3D modeling the thin-slab 
method is still computationally intensive, although it is much 
faster than the 3D finite difference method. In the following 
we will make further approximations and derive a much faster 
elastic complex-screen (ECS) method. 

4. SMALL-ANGLE SCATTERING APPROXIMATION: 

A COMPLEX SCREEN FORMULATION 

The forward scattering calculations in (33) and (31) are 
valid for wide-angle scattering. If we consider only small-angle 
forward propagation, then the parabolic approximation can be 
used to further simplify the formulas. Here we follow the 
approximations made by Wales and McCoy [1983] in their 
derivation using displacement potentials. The goal is to 
"compress" the thin-slabs into "screens", then replace the 
wavenumber domain matrix operations with space domain 
point-to-point multiplications, as in the scalar wave phase- 
screen method. In this way, a dual-domain technique using 
FFTs can be applied to speed up the computation substantially. 

In the wavenumber domain the parabolic approximation can 
be expressed as 

= = ) I ß (39) 
Now we make approximations to the exchange wavenumbers: 

= + 

K• K'r 2 
= ( • 2k 2 ) •x + K'r- Kr = 0 •x + K'r- Kr ß (40) 

Here we drop the term (K•/2k 2- K'r2/2k2), since it is generally 
a higher order small quantity th• the second order which we 
retain. In a similar way, we obtain 

k'•- k• = (k [•- k •) gx + K'r- Kr 

k'•- k• = (k•- k•) gx + K'r- Kr 

k'•- k• = 0 •x + K'r- Kr . (41) 

The 3D Fourier transforms of the perturbations then can be 
approximated by 
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5p(k'•-k•) = Idx ½-i(•ø•-¾ø?X lds 5p(X ,XT)½ -i(K'T'KT)ø xT 

= Idx 5p(x ,K'r- Kr) = 5p(0,K'r - Kr) 

5p(k'•- k,) = Idxe-i(k•'k ø?x 5D(X ,K'r- Kr) 
= 8p(0,K'r - Kr)q(•) 

8p(k', - k•) = 8p(0,K'r - Kr)q * (•a:) 

8p(k'•-k•) = 8p(0,K'r- Kr) (42) 

where 

5p(0,Kr) = 15p(x ,Kr)dx -- z5oc 5p(KT) (43) 

-i 

q(Ax ) = sinc ((k•- k•)zSoc/2)e -5-(k•-k •)• (44) 
with 5p(Kr) as the 2D Fourier transform of 5p(X,Xr) with 
respect to xr, and q* as the complex conjugate of q. Similar 
expressions can be derived for 5X and 5ig. 

The scattered fields under this small-angle approximation 
become 

U ee (K'r ,Kr): _-Dr- k •2u •0/•,• 

ISP(0,•r) 5X(0,•r) 25g(0,•r).] P0 • + 2110 • + 2110 

• 5a(Kr) c, 
-- - ik•zSoc u•U(Kr)•tc • 

ct 0 
(45) 

i 2 

u "s (K'•,K•): 5-•-• •u•ø (K•)[•- •'•(•- •'•)1 
5p(0,f•r) 511(0,Rr) •n(ax )- 2( [•ø ) •n(ax) 

Po C•o 110 

U ss (K'r,Kr) -- •k - 2T'• [• Ax [u•(Kr)-/•'•(u•-/•'•)] 

I Sp(0,f•r) 511(0,f•r) X - 

Po 110 

-- -ik•Ax [u•(Kr)-œ'•(u•-/•'•)] [•0 (48) 

where •r = K'r- Kr is the horizontal exchange wavenumber 
and &•, 5[5, are the P and S wave velocity perturbations, 
respectively. We see that for the non-coupling P and S scat- 
tered waves, the major contributions come from the P and S 
wave velocity perturbations. However, for wave-type conver- 
sion between P and S, only 5[5 and 511 have contributions. 
The cross-coupling term between two orthogonal S-components 
in (31) has been dropped in (48), since it is a higher order 
small quantity in forward scattering problems. It is known that 
the effect of shear modulus perturbation for S wave incidence 
is similar to a double-couple secondary source, which has its 
maximum amplitude of cross-coupling in the direction perpen- 
dicular to the incident direction [see Wu and Aki, 1985; Wu, 
1989b ]. For this reason, the cross-coupling can be neglected in 
the complex-screen formulation which is a formulation of 
small-angle scattering approximation. In order to treat the 
cross-coupling problem rigorously, we have to go back to the 
more accurate thin-slab formulation. 

From (45) to (48) we can prove that the scattered waves are 
in the form of convolution integrals of the incident field and the 
perturbations in the wavenumber domain. Therefore in the 
space domain the perturbations will be local operators, similar 
to passing "screens". Let us take P-P and P-S scattering as 
examples to demonstrate how (45)-(48) can be related to space 
domain screen equations for the common-mode scattered waves 
and converted waves. 

The space domain total P wave field can be obtained by 
Fourier transforming the first equation of (38). For the P-P 
scattered field, from (45) we have 

4-• I i K'Tø xl r e i T'ø[zSac U ee (x 1,xlr) = dK'r e 

x 4--•IdKr Uee (K'r,Kr) 

-- -ik•zSoc ua ø (Kr)[/•-/•'•(œ•'/•'•)]q(•Sz) 

[ 5[•(fCr) 2[•0 _ •) air(fOr) ] x [•0 +( c•0 [to 

-- - ik •zSoc (u•(Kr)-/•'•)/•'an * (zL, c ) 

- 5[t(fCr)] 515(Kr) 2[50 _ 1) x [•0 +(c•0 [to 

(46) 

(47) 

: - • iK'Tø XlT ei•o[gac 1 IdK, r e ikal•'• 

x 4--•Id Kr u •ø (Kr)i•(K'r- Kr)•oc (49) 

where • = &•/c•0 and •a: = x•-x. Let 

Then 

U •'•' (x,,x,r) = - V,•(x,,x,r) 

Id S a = -2V1 •(x ,xr)-•--ffx g p (x 1,xlr' x,xr) 

=-2V,ldS ik•O)ø(x ,xr )i•(x ,xr )•X•x gp (x ,,x,r ' x ,xr ) (50) 
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where V1 stands for the V operation with respect to 

q)o= ua ø and gp is the scalar Green's function with the P ika ' 
wave propagation speed, defined as 

1 exp(ikoJ xl - x[). gp(xl;x) = 4•Xl-X[ 

The primary field can be written as 

iKT XlT e u•ø(xl,xlr) = 4--•ldKr e u•(x,Kr) 

_ iKT' XlTei¾otAX _ 1 ldKr e ikal•q)ø(x,Kr) 4•; 2 

IdS 3 = 2Vl O)ø(x,xr)•x-g.,(xl,xlr;x,xr). (51) 

Therefore the total field 

U PP (X 1,X1T ) = u•O(x 1,X1T ) + U PP (x 1,X1T) 

= 2ViidS q)ø(x ,xr)[! - ik•(x ,xr)Ax ] 
X•Xgp(X l,X1T' X,XT) ß (52) 

When Ax is not small, it is better to use the Rytov approxima- 
tion instead of the Born approximation. After doing the Rytov 
transformation [see Ishimaru, 1978; Wu and Flatte• 1990], we 
have 

U PP (Xl,X1T) = i-••VlldS Ucz 0 (X,XT)exp[-ik•i2(x,xr)Ax] 
X •x gp (x l,Xlr ; X ,Xr ) . (53) 

We can see that the term exp[-ika•(X,xr)Ax] is the phase- 
screen term. In the case of weak distortion, the gradient of the 
wave field can be approximated by taking the gradient of only 
the phase term, resulting in 

U PP (X 1,XlT) = 21JldS u• ø (x,xr)exp[-ik•(x,xr)Ax ] 
X-•-x g p (Xl,XlT' X,XT ) (54) 

where/5 is the unit vector in the P wave propagation direction. 
In fact, (54) is in the form of the scalar Rayleigh integral of the 
second type, representing the free propagation from plane S to 
plane S1 of the distorted wave field. The distortion is caused 
by a phase-screen with the amount of distortion given by - 
ka•(x ,xr)Ax. 

For the P-S conversion, (46) can be rewritten as 

U ps (K'r,Kr) = ik•l•'•x(l•'•xl•)u• ø (Kr)g (K'r- Kr)Ax (55) 
where 

g (Kr) rl(Ax)[ 15[3(Kr) 2[30 15g(Kr) = + ( - 1) ]. (56) 
13o O•o go 

Therefore 

uP$ (x l,X1T) = 4-•ldK'r ei•C'r' Xlrei•'•aXldKr UPS (K'r,Kr ) 
ß i?'oX = -ik• ldK, r eiK'r Xlr e p (ik•k •)x 4•;2k• 

x[(ik•l• '•)xld Kr u•ø(Kr )l½ (K'r - Kr)Ax] 
2 V1xV1xId S (_ik•)Vq)O(x,xr)l½ (x,xr)Ax 

X •--•gs(Xl,X1T;X,XT) (57) 
where gs is the scalar Green's function with the S wave propa- 
gation speed. We see that the P-S conversion is produced by 
the distortion of the curlless field ua ø = Vqb ø after passing 
through a screen B (X,Xr). Since •l(fix) is a complex number, 
we call the screen a "complex-screen'. 

The calculation would be inefficient in either the space 
domain or the wavenumber domain alone. The ideal way is to 
propagate in wavenumber domain, but interact with screens in 
space domain, and shuttle between these two domains using 
FFT. This is the dual-domain approach. In the following we 
change (45) - (48) into a dual-domain formulation. 

Dual-Domain Implementation 

For P-P scattering, from (53) we have the total field 

t -" t i y'czAX u pp (Xl,K r) = •c •e 

ld iK'rø xr- o (X,xr)exp[-ik=•(x ,xr)Ax ] . (58) X X T e uct 

It can be seen that the wave field interacts with the screen in 

the space domain, then is transformed back to the wavenumber 
domain and propagated to a new surface at x 1. 

For P-S scattering, we can rewrite (57) as 

where 

U ps (x 1,K'r) = - e i•'•ax/•'l•x[/•'l•xu•(1)(x 1,K'r)] (59) 

i K'Tø ug)(x,K'r) = ldxr e Xru•ø(x,xr)CB(x,xr) (60) 
is the distorted P incident field after passing through the 
complex-screen: 

x 1 

Ca (x,xr) = -ik•rl(Ax) ldx' • (x',xr) 
x 

• -i•: •n (ax)axg (x ,xr). (6 •) 

The complex-screen in (61) can be also replaced by a complex 
phase-screen: 

Ha (x,xr) = exp[-ik•rl(Ax)Ax/½ (x,xr)]. (62) 
This is because 

iK'Tø x 1 1 ldK, re r/•,l• x 4•; 2 

x '•xe ldxr ua(.• ,Xr 

= .1. V1xV1XUcz0(Xl,X1T) = 0. (63) 
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For computation, (59) can be also written as 

U Ps (x 1,K'T) = e iYl•ax ]•'[1 

x[ua{1)(x,K'r)-/•'•(ua{1)(x,K'r)-/•'•)] (64) 
Theoretically, the replacement of the complex-screen CB (x,xr) 
by a phase-screen HB(x,xr)= exp[Ca(x,xr)] will have no 
effect on the P-S scattered field. However, due to the finite- 

ness of the Fourier representation of the field, the phase-screen 
calculation may produce larger errors than the complex-screen. 
In the following, we keep the conversion terms as produced by 
complex-screens. 

In the same way, the S-P scattered field can be calculated 
by 

U s•' (Xl,K'r) = e i•'•ax f:'•(u•l•(x,K'r) ß •'e)f'e (65) 
where 

with 

ld i K'T' u•l)(x,g'r) = xr e Xru•(x,xr)C*•(x,xr) 

x 1 

C*a (x ,xr) = -ikarl * (Ax ) I dx ' • (x',xr ) 
x 

= -ik oYl * (Ax)AxB (x ,xr) ß 

(66) 

(67) 

Similar to the case of P-S, the complex-screen in (66) can be 
replaced by a complex phase-screen: 

H*a (x ,xr) = exp[-ikall * (Ax)Ax• (x ,xr)] (68) 

because 

eiK, r. i•'aax ldxr e-iK'r' 1 ld K'r x•r/•'•[•"• ß e Xru•(x,xr)] 4• 2 

_ 1 V•[V u•(x•,x•r)] = 0 (69) 

For S-S scattering, from (48) the in-plane S-S scattered 
field can be rewritten as 

U ss (x •,K'r) = - e i•'lSax/•'l•X[k •'lSXu•2)(x •,K'r)] (70) 
where 

i K' T* u•2)(x ,K'r) = I d xr e Xru•(x ,xr)C •(x ,xr) (71) 
is the distorted S incident field after passing through the 
complex-screen: 

x 1 

C•(x,xr) = -ik•ldx' •(x',xr) = -ik•Ax•(x,xr) (72) 
x 

where • = 813/13o. Since the incident S wavefield can be writ- 
ten as 

u•(x t,K'r) = -e i•'•a• •"•x[•C'•xu•(x •,K'r)] 

iy'[•Ax iK'TO ---- - e •"Ox[l•'oxldxr e Xru•(x,xr)]. (73) 
Then the total S-S field can be written as 

u ss (x •,K'r) = u•(x •,K'r) + U ss (x •,K'r) 

= ' e iY'[lax i•'15x[i•'15xld XT e iK'r' Xru•(x ,xr)H•(x ,xr)l 

with 

_ i e •'•ax [u•2)(x,K,r) - •,l•(U•2)(x,K,r) '/•'•)l 

H•(x,xr) = exp[C•(x,xr)]. 

(74) 

(75) 

Computation Speed 

Let us estimate the increase of computation speed of the 
complex-screen method versus the thin-slab method. From the 
above formulas, we see that for one step forward, the screen 
method needs 7 inverse 2D FFFs, one scalar for u a(Kr), two 
vectors for ua(Kr) and uo(Kr), and 10 forward 2D FFFs, one 
scalar for u •'•' , 3 vectors for U •'s, U se , and u ss . Each 2D FFT 
needs 2N2/log:N • operations. In the space domain, the interac- 
tion between the wave field and the screen needs only N: 
operations. In the case of the thin-slab method, we need 5 
mappings (matrix multiplications) in wavenumber domain for 
each step forward. Each mapping needs N:xN 2 operations if all 
the wavenumbers are taken into account. Therefore the relative 

speed factor of the two methods is about 

SF = 5N4/(17N2Log 2 N2 + 10N 2) . 

When N = 128, Sr =330, while for N =512, Sr =4148. 
For large 3D models, the complex-screen method can be 2 to 3 
orders of magnitude faster than the thin-slab method. Of 
course, the amplitude information for large angle scattering 
from the complex-screen method is not as accurate as from the 
thin-slab method. If the scattering and propagation problem is 
for large-scale, smoothly varying inhomogeneous media, the 
complex-screen method is preferable in view of the huge gain 
in computational speed of the method. 

Numerical Examples 

To test our algorithm for the complex-screen method and to 
compare our method with the vector screen formulation of 
FM91, we present in this paper two 3D numerical examples. 
These examples serve only to demonstrate the principle and 
capability of our method. Detailed comparisons with other 
methods and discussion of accuracy and limitation of the 
method are deferred for future publications. Our formulation 
has a major difference from FM91. In our theory the P-S and 
S-P conversions are generated by S wave velocity perturba- 
tion and the shear modulus perturbation. For a Poisson solid, S 
wave velocity perturbation plays a major role for the P-S and 
S-P conversions under this parabolic approximation. In the 
special case of Ix0 = 2130, S wave velocity perturbation becomes 
the only factor. In contrast, the P-S conversion of FM91 is 
determined by P wave velocity perturbation, while the S-P 
conversion, by S wave velocity perturbation, which can cause 
nonphysical conversions. This can be seen in the following 
examples. 

1. The case of only P velocity perturbation. The first exam- 
ple is the case in which only the Lam constant )• is perturbed. 
In this case, there should be no P-S conversion, as correctly 
predicted by this theory and the scattering theory. However, 
from FM91, P-S conversion would still be generated and no 
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R 

Incidence plane wave Z Receiver array 
Fig. 2. The geometry of the numerical examples. A plane P wave is 
incident on a uniform sphere of radius R. The background velocities 
are P velocity o:0, S velocity [•0. The parameters in the two examples 
are (example 1) O: 0 = 4.206 km/s, •0 = 2.664 km/s, R = 7 km, with 
10% P velocity perturbation and (example 2) Oto = 6.0 km/s, [•0 = 3.5 
km/s, R = 1 km, with 10% S velocity perturbation. 

difference could be distinguished between •, and g perturba- 
tions. Our theory is supported by 3D finite difference calcula- 
tions. The experimental geometry is shown in Figure 2. The 
background medium has P wave velocity of 4.206 km/s, S 
wave velocity of 2.664 km/s, and density of 2.14 g/cm 3. The 
model is a solid sphere with 10% P velocity perturbation (a 
fast sphere) and no S velocity or density perturbations. The 
radius of the sphere is 7 km. A plane P wave is incident on the 
sphere along the x-axis and the receiver line parallel with z- 
axis is located 8 km from the center of the sphere (see Figure 
2). There are 25 receivers on the receiver line with interval of 
0.5 km. The source time function is of Kelly type with center 
frequency at 1.0 Hz. In Figure 3 a comparison between the 
results of 3D finite difference (FD) and the elastic complex- 
screen (ECS) method is shown. The 3D FD has model param- 
eters of nx = 128, ny = 96, nz = 96, dx = dy = dz = 0.25 km, 
nt = 1500 and dt = 0.005 s. The calculation is performed on 

the 128-node nCUBE computer at the Geophysical Center for 
Parallel Processing, part of the EaCh Resources Laboratory of 
MIT by C.B. Peng. The CPU time for this example is about 29 
min. Note that due to the symmetry of the problem, only one 
quarter of the model space is taken into FD calculation. For 
more general problems, no such saving of time can be 
achieved. The complex-screen calculation is performed on the 
SUN SPARC station 2 computer at the Institute of Tectonics, 
University of California, Santa Cruz. For this example, we use 
a 64 x 64 grid for the y-z plane and variable step length in x- 
direction (0.5 km inside the sphere). The CPU time is less than 
30 min on the SPARC station 2. In Figure 3, the distortion of 
the incident P wave and the diffracted P waves from the top 
and bottom points of the sphere are seen clearly. There are no 
converted S waves, consistent with the scattering theory. It is 
seen also that the complex-screen method agrees well with the 
finite difference calculation. In Figure 4a are shown ECS 
snapshots for the z-component of the wave field, which is 
composed of only scattered waves, where the generation and 
wave front propagation of the scattered P waves are clearly 
seen. In Figure 4b some of the corresponding snapshots from 
FD(A,t = 1 s;B,t = 3 s;C, t =5 s;D,t =7s) are shown 
for comparison. We see that except for the lack of backscat- 
tered waves in the elastic complex-screen method, the forward 
wave fronts are quite similar for these two methods. 

2. The case of only S-velocity perturbation. In this case, the 
major purpose is to check the P-S converted waves. Since for 
the FD method it is difficult to separate P and S waves, we 
compare our results with an exact solution for a solid sphere 
with 10% S-velocity perturbation. The experimental geometry 
is similar to Figure 2, but with different parameters. The back- 
ground medium has P wave velocity of 6.0 km/s, S wave velo- 
city of 3.5 km/s, and density of 2.7 g/cm 3. The radius of the 
sphere is 1 km. A plane P wave is incident on the sphere 
along the x-axis and the receiver line is parallel with the z- 

z-component x-component 

distance km distance km 
12 10 8 6 4 2 0 12 10 8 6 4 2 0 

--. 

distance km distance km 
12 10 8 6 4 2 0 12 10 8 6 4 2 0 

Fig. 3. Comparison of 3D elastic complex-screen (ECS) method with 3D finite difference (FD) for an elastic sphere with 
10% P velocity perturbation. The receiver line is 8 km from the center of the sphere (see Fig. 2). Shown on the left are finite 
difference results and on the right, ECS results. The upper part are synthetic waveforms of the x-component and the lower part 
is for the z-component. 
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Fig. 4a. Snapshots from ECS for the Z -component of scattered P waves in example 1. The position of the sphere is outlined 
in each snapshot. The generation and propagation of the scattered waves can be seen clearly. 

axis, located 2 km from the center of the sphere (see Figure 2). 
There are 24 receivers on the receiver line with intervals of 0.1 

km. The source time function is a Berlage impulse 
f (t) = w exp(-w/2.5)sin w, where w = 2•f0t, with center fre- 
quency f0 at 10.0 Hz. The frequency range is from 0 to 64 Hz 

with frequency interval 0.25 Hz for the exact solution, and 0.5 
Hz for the complex-screen method. The exact solution is cal- 
culated using the eigenfunction expansion series [Petrashen, 
1945; Ying and Truell, 1956; Korneev and Johnson, 1993] by 
V.A. Korneev on a Sun-Solboume computer at the Center for 

. I 6 11 16 21 26 
•--'4½ .... -:**'.-a, :-,'.:.•;•*•::..* ::--, ....... '*'"'":•.., '-:•e.. :'-':"' ':"?4?."*:*'*:< "'I ß f,,, ,.... ,. .... ** ,,:: 

1,.,, .......... ....... :::,,:,,,: ............. * * ' 
i i 

1 • 11 16 •1 26 •,1 •6 1 6 11 16 •1 •6 •1 

Fig. 4b. Some corresponding snap shots from FD: A, t = 1 s; B, t = 3 s; C, t = 5 s; D, t = 7 s. From comparison of Figure 
4a and 4b it can be seen that except for the lack of backscattered waves in the ECS method, the forward wavefronts are quite 
similar for these two methods. 
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z-component x-component 

distance km distance km 
2.0 •.5 •.o 0.5 o.o 2.0 •.5 •.o 0.5 o.o 

2.0 0 2.0 

ø 

Fig. 5. Comparison of 3D elastic complex-screen (ECS) method with exact solutions for an elastic sphere with 10% S velo- 
city perturbation. The receiver line is 2 km from the center of the sphere (see Figure 2). Showing on the left are exact solu- 
tions, and on the right, ECS results. The upper part are synthetic waveforms of the x-component and the lower part is for the 
z -component. 

Computational Seismology, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 
University of California, Berkeley. Both P and S scattered 
waves should be generated for a P wave incidence in this case. 
Here we compare only the P-S converted waves. In Figure 5 
the comparison of x- and z-components calculated by exact 
solution and by ECS is given. We see the two results are in 
very good agreement. The first S mrival is the P-S scattered 
wave produced by the right half of the spherical surface. The 
second and third arrivals are the P-S-S scattered waves pro- 
duced by the left half of the spherical surface. We see that not 
only the direct P-S converted waves but also the converted 
P-S head waves can be modeled correctly by the complex- 
screen method. In contrast, there will be no scattered waves at 

all from the formulation of FM91 in this special case, showing 
again that the conversion is not correctly handled in their for- 
mulation. 

The second difference between our complex-screen method 
and the vector phase-screen scheme of FM91 is that the 
"complex-screen" for converted waves causes not only phase 
distortion but also amplitude change of the incident field. The 
conversion coefficient is zXx dependent as a sin x/x type func- 
tion. Only when zXx is much smaller than the shear wavelength 
does ri(zXx) approach a real number close to unity. We have 
proved that the complex-screens for converted waves can be 
made into complex phase-screens, but is not necessary. 

For S-S forward scattering under the parabolic approxima- 
tion the in-plane scattered waves are generated by S wave velo- 
city perturbations, similar to the case of P-P scattering caused 
by P velocity perturbations. We do not test it here. 

5. LIMITING CASE OF SCALAR WAVES 

In the case of scalar waves, the phase-screen formulas have 
been derived through various approaches. The normal pro- 

cedure of neglecting the higher order derivatives in the propa- 
gation direction leads to the standard PE (parabolic equation)- 
type phase-screen [Tappert, 1977; Flatte'and Tappert, 1975; 
Martin and Flatte• 1988], which can be also derived by the 
truncated Taylor expansion of the square-root operator. Based 
on the symmetric splitting of the square-root operator, a wide- 
angle phase-screen formulation was obtained [Feit and Fleck, 
1978; Thomson and Chapman, 1983], in which the square-root 
operator is split into a propagation term and an interaction 
term. The propagation term is a wide-angle free propagator, 
while the interaction term is a multiplication by (n-l), where n 
is the refractive index. This wide-angle phase-screen method 
has better accuracy than the parabolic approximation. The other 
approach for improving the accuracy is to match the ray equa- 
tion of the phase-screen method which is a one-way equation, 
with the ray equation of the two-way Helmholtz equation [Tol- 
stoy et al., 1985; Berman et al., 1989]. In Tolstoy et al. [1985], 
only the interaction term is changed into log n, while the pro- 
pagation term remains as the standard parabolic-type propaga- 
tor; in Berman et al. [1989] both the interaction and propaga- 
tion terms are changed. In this section, as a limiting case of our 
wide-angle one-way elastic wave equations, we derive a thin- 
slab equation for the scalar case, which may be termed as a 
generalized wide-angle phase-screen equation. The equation 
matches the scattering in the forward direction with the two- 
way wave equation. The method should be more generally 
valid than the other phase-screen methods, since it only 
requires the weak scattering inside the thin slab of thickness 
zXx, and makes fewer approximations than the other methods. 
After taking the small-angle approximation for the interaction 
term, the thin-slab equation degenerates to the wide-angle 
phase-screen equation of Feit and Fleck [1978]. 

From equation (30) and (31), consider only the P-P scatter- 
ing, and set go = 0, 8p = 8g = 0. The scattered displacement 
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field becomes 

-ik2 '•'uø(Kr) lSat (T' - y, K'r - Kr). U(K'r,Kr) = -•--s: ato 
The total field is 

Set 

(76) 

u(x•,K'r) = e iYax 

uø(x,K'r) -t-•-ldKr uø(Kr) fiat (y'-y,K'r-Kr ß (77) at0 

u(Kr) = ikl• q•(Kr) 

where qb(Kr) is the displacement potential which satisfies the 
scalar wave equation, we have 

•,Kr) = e ½(X ' i'y'Ax 

= e iYax •}o(X ,K'r) 

I . k 2 qb0(x,Kr) fiat )1 x 7-laI . Oo(x,K'r) ato 
(78) 

Assuming that Ax is made up of many tiny steps, the above 
expression can be put into a form of phase-screen: 

q>(x •,K'r) = e iYax o(x ,K'r)e (79) 

where 

k 2 q•0(x,Kr) /Sat 

= (80) {o(x,K'r) ao 

Equations (78) and (79) are the wide-angle thin-slab formulas 
in the wavenumber domain. For the wave field at each 

wavenumber, the phase should be distorted before propagation. 
The amount of distortion depends on the spectrum of the 
heterogeneities within the slab. }towever, the distortion is not a 
local operation in the wavenumber domain. Instead, the amount 
of distortion of the field at one wavenumber is the summation 
of the contributions from the incident field at all the 

wavenumbers interacting with the heterogeneities. Since the 
interaction between the incident field and the heterogeneities is 
not a convolution in the wavenumber domain, the operation in 
space domain is not local, i.e., not a multiplication. Therefore, 
strictly speaking, (78) and (79) are not the standard formulas of 
phase-screen, but may be termed as a generalized phase-screen 
method. In the following we will show that under the narrow- 
angle approximation, these formulas approach the regular for- 
mulas of scalar phase-screen. 

Following a similar procedure as for the case of P-P elastic 
wave scattering, (78) can be simplified using the parabolic 
approximation as 

qb(X 1,K'T) = e iYAx 

X[.o(x ,K'r) - ik ldKr .o(x ,Kr)•(x ,K'r - Kr)AX ] (81) 
where i•(x,Kr) is the 2D Fourier transform of the slab at x. 
Upon transforming into the space domain we obtain a regular 
form of scalar phase-screen: 

4p(x•,x•r) = 2IdS Iq>ø(x ,xr ) - ik q>ø(x ,xr)•(x ,xr) Ax] 
X•xxg(X•,X•r;X,Xr) (82) 

or qb(x•,x•r) = 2IdS q>ø(X,xr)exp[-ik•(x,xr)AX] 
X-•xxg (x •,X•r' x,xr) . (83) 

Note that in the above derivation, the parabolic approximation 
or narrow-angle approximation is only applied to the interaction 
between the incident field and the heterogeneities, the free 
space propagation remains the wide-angle one or can be 
approximated by any asymptotic form. It seems arguable that 
these two approximations should be kept in the same order; 
however, these two are decoupled in some degree. The interac- 
tion, namely, the scattering process, strongly depends on the 
properties of the heterogeneities, mainly the smoothness and the 
average size of the heterogeneities. When ka>>l, where a is 
the average size of the heterogeneities, large-angle scattered 
waves have very little energy, and therefore the small-angle 
approximation can be applied. Of course, the scattered ampli- 
tudes of wide-angle scattered waves will carry larger errors 
than the small-angle ones. On the other hand, the approxima- 
tion to the free propagator depends on the observation angles. 
The use of a wide-angle propagator will keep the correct phase 
(or travel time) information even though the amplitude has rela- 
tively large errors due to the small-angle approximation applied 
to the interaction. In fact, (83) is nearly equivalent to the 
wide-angle phase-screen formula of Feit and Fleck [Felt and 
Fleck, 1978; Thomson and Chapman, 1983; Wu and Huang, 
1992], which has been shown to have better performance than 
the narrow-angle phase-screen method. However, if we want 
to adopt both wide-angle interaction and wide-angle propaga- 
tion, the thin-slab method (78) or (79) has to be used. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Wide-angle one-way elastic wave propagation in arbitrarily 
heterogeneous media is formulated using the elastic Rayleigh 
integral and elastic Born scattering theory in both space domain 
and wavenumber domain. The wavenumber domain formulation 

leads to a compact solution to the one-way propagation and 
scattering problems. It is shown that for wide-angle scattering 
the scattering effects of a thin-slab cannot be equated to pas- 
sage through a regular phase-screen, since the interaction 
between the incident wave field and the slab is not local in both 

the space domain and the wavenumber domain. We call this 
more generally valid formulation the "thin-slab" formulation. 
After applying the small-angle approximation, the thin-slab 
effect degenerates to that of an elastic complex-screen. 

Compared with the scalar phase-screen, the elastic phase- 
screen has the following features: (1) For P-P scattering and 
S-S in-plane scattering, the elastic complex-screen acts as two 
separate scalar phase-screens for P and S waves respectively. 
The phase distortions are determined by the integrated P and S 
wave velocity perturbations respectively. (2) For P-S and S-P 
conversions, the screen is no longer a pure phase-screen and 
becomes complex (with both phase and amplitude terms); the 
magnitude and phase of the complex factor depend on the 
thickness of the thin-slab, frequency and the difference between 
the P and S wave velocities. Both conversions are functions of 
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the shear wave velocity perturbation and the shear modulus per- 
turbation. For Poisson solids the S wave velocity perturbation 
plays a major role. In the special case of Cto = 2[•o, the S wave 
velocity perturbation becomes the only factor for both conver- 
sions. (3) For the cross-coupling between in-plane S wave and 
off-plane S wave, only the shear modulus perturbation fig has 
influence. For the complex-screen method the cross-coupling 
term is neglected because the term is a higher order small 
quantity for small-angle scattering. 

Comparisons with solutions from the 3D finite difference 
method and exact eigenfunction expansions are made for two 
special cases. One is for a solid sphere with only P velocity 
perturbation; the other is with only S velocity perturbation. The 
elastic complex-screen method agrees generally well with the 
3D FD method and the exact solutions. Comparison of the 
results in this paper with that of FM91 showed that the latter 
method does not handle wave conversions properly, especially 
for the P-S conversion and the cross-coupling between 
differently polarized S waves. 

In the limiting case of scalar waves, the derivation in this 
paper leads to a more generally valid new method: a scalar 
thin-slab method. When making the small-angle approximation 
to the interaction term while keeping the propagation term 
unchanged, the thin-slab method approaches the currently avail- 
able scalar wide-angle phase-screen method. 

APPENDIX A: ELASTIC WAVE GREEN'S TENSORS 

IN SPASE DOMAIN 

For an infinite homogeneous and isotropic elastic medium, 
the Green's displacement tensor (dyadic) is 

G(x,x') = G a + G • 

Ga=go• +(1• 1 ikar + ka2r 2 )(I-3?? 

O• = g• (I- ??) + (•-• + k-•-T)(l-3?? (A1) 
where ka = o0/{Xo, k• = o0/[•o, r = Ix-xq, ? = (x-x')/r, 
Cto = •/(Xo + 2go)/Po, and [50 = •[go/Po are the P and S wave 
propagation speeds in the background medium, respectively, 
and 

1 

g a = 4•:polX•r exp (ikar) 
1 

g • = 4•Pol•r exp (ik •r). (A2) 
The gradient of Green's displacement tensor (triadic) 

V'G(x,x') = V'G• + V'G• 

V'Ga= -gaika??? 1A+3( 1 + ) 
r ikar 2 ka2r 3 

V'G• = - g•Iik•?(I - ??) + lc - 3( 1 + 1 B 1 r ik•r 2 k•r 3 ) (A3) 
with 

A = 6??? - ? I - •i ?ffi - I? 

B = 5777 - ? I - •t ?•,• - I? 

C = 6???- 271-•t ?•i- I? (A4) 

where 

3 

•i •i •E•i •i = I. 
i=1 

Note that V'G(x,x') = - VG(x,x'). 
Green's strain tensor (triadic): 

E'(x,x') = • V'G + (V'G) 21 = E'a + E'• 
E'a = V'Ga 

E'I• = gl• 

Xl--__•(?l+•i?•i _2777)+19_3( 1 r ik•r 2 I 4 + •-•-•-) (AS) 
with 

D = 1•(12777- 371- 3•i?•i- 217) . 
Green's traction tensor: 

(A6) 

En (X,X') = •(X)r• (V' G(x,x')) + 2g(x)g. E(x,x') = Zna + Zn• 

Zna = gak [•P + 2g(g. •)•?] + •[- •P- 2gAn 

- ('i(kar) 2 + (kar)3)[6•P-6gB n Zn• = g•k 2g[(•. P)I +P•-2(•. •)PP]+•[-2•P +2gD. 

1 1 + ( i (k•r)2 + (k•r)•)[6•P - 6gBn (A7) 
with 

An = t•. A = 6(a. ?)??-(a. ?)I-N-n? 

B, = a. B = 5(a. ?)??- (a. ?)I- ?d- n? 

1 [12(a. ?)??- 3(a. ?)I- 3f-h- 2a?].(A8) Dn = t•'D = T 

APPENDIX B: ELASTIC WAVE GREEN'S TENSORS 
IN WAVENUMBER DOMAIN 

In homogeneous media, Green's displacement tensor can be 
expressed as 

G(x,x') = -•--1 [(k•I + VV)gs (x,x') - VV&, (x,x')] (B1) 
where 

1 

gt, (x,x') = •reXp (ikar) 
1 

gs (x,x') = •reXp (ik•r) (B2) 
with k,• = c0/{x and k• = 00/[5. 

In the wavenumber domain, we know from the Weyl integral 
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, iKTO (XT-X' T) 
gp (X,X') '- 8---•2 IdKT lei'tø•(x-x )e Z%(x,x') = - 8/i;2D0) 2 I d KT + 21.t( gx' 

8;2IdgT 1-Le tkø• 
' iKTO (XT-X' T) 

gs(X,X') = 8--•2 ldKr lei'll3(x-x )e 
i le ik• ø r 

where r = x- x', ka = % •'x + Kr, k• = T• •'x + Kr, and 

%: {k•-K•, T,: {kJ-K•. 

From (B3) we derive the gradients of gp and gs: 

(B3) 

(B4) 

Vgp = 8•2 IdKr i k• e ik•' r 

i •,d -k•k• i kc½ør VVgp = • KT e 

then Green's displacement tensor, 

(B5) 

• iksø r G•(x,x') = ik•2 I d KT l•l• e 8/I;290) 2 

G•(x,x') = ik• kls]•lS)•_• eik[5O r 8•2p0) 2 ldKr (I- ̂  
its gradients, 

(B6) 

V'G.(x,x') = k•3 ik• ø r 8/i;290)2 I dKr 

V,Gl•(X,X,): k• ldKT l•(i_l•,•) l__eik•'r 

V- G,(x,x') = k• • ik•ør - 8/i;290) 2 I dKr/•, e 
V- G•(x,x') = 0 

and Green's stress tensor, 

(B7) 

E(x,x') = M(V- G) + g[VG + (VG) TM] 

Z(x,x ') = _ k•3 ld Kr Ddl•. + 2gœd•d•.]_leikd r 8/I;290) 2 T• 

= - 
8/I;290) 2 

1 ik[•' r xme . (B8) 

Green's traction tensor on the surface perpendicular to the x 
axis with normal along the positive x direction ( •x = -h ) is 

Zx(X,X') = - 

x 1._Le ik• ø r 

k• ldKr g[(•x./•)I+/•x + 2(gx-/•)/•/•1 8/I;2p0) 2 

Xleik[5 ø r. (B9) 
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